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Electromotive Force
➣ Every electronic device depends on circuits

➣ Electrical energy is transferred from a power source, such as a battery, to a device, say a light bulb

20.1 – Electromotive Force

Every electronic device depends on circuits.

Electrical energy is transferred from a power source, such as a battery, to a 
device, say a light bulb.
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A diagram of this circuit 
would look like the following:
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Battery

symbol

Inside a battery, a chemical reaction separates positive 
and negative charges, creating a potential difference.

This potential difference is equivalent to the battery’s 
voltage, or emf (H) (electromotive force).

This is not really a “force” but a potential.

Conducting 
wires

Because of the emf of the battery, an electric field is produced within and parallel to the wires.

This creates a force on the charges in the wire and moves them around the circuit.

This flow of charge in a conductor is called electrical current (I).
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A diagram of this circuit would look like the following

This flow of charge in a conductor is called electrical current (I)

➣ This creates a force on the charges in the wire and moves them around the circuit
➣ Because of the emf of the battery, an electric field is produced within and parallel to the wires

( this is not really a “force” but a potential)
➣ This potential difference is equivalent to the battery’s voltage, or emf (𝜺) electromotive force

➣ Inside a battery, a  chemical reaction separates positive and negative charges, 
creating a potential difference
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➣ A measure of the current is how much charge passes a certain point in a given time 

Electrical Current 

A measure of the current is how much charge passes a certain point in a given time:
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Electrical Current

If the current only moves in one direction, like with batteries, it’s called Direct Current (DC).

If the current moves in both directions, like in your house, it’s called Alternating Current (AC).

Electric current is due to the flow of moving 
electrons, but we will use the positive 
conventional current in the circuit diagrams.
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e So I shows the direction of “positive” charge 
flow from high potential to low potential.
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e So I shows the direction of “positive” charge 
flow from high potential to low potential.

Units?

➣ If the current only moves in one direction, like with batteries, it’s called Direct Current (DC)

➣ If the current moves in both directions, like in your house, it’s called Alternating Current (AC)

➣ Electric current is due to the flow of moving electrons,

➣ So I shows the direction of positive charge flow from high potential to low potential

but we will use the positive conventional current in the circuit diagrams
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Drift Velocity
➣ Consider a current  flowing through a cross-sectional area Ai

5.8. OHM’S LAW AND RESISTANCE 62

i =
dQ

dt
Unit: Ampere (A)
= C/second

Convention :

(1) Direction of current is the direction of flow of positive charge.

(2) Current is NOT a vector, but the current density is a vector.

�j = charge flow per unit time per unit area

i =

ˆ
�j · d �A

Drift Velocity :

Consider a current i flowing through
a cross-sectional area A:

� In time �t, total charges passing through segment:

�Q = q A(Vd�t)
⇤ ⇥� ⌅

Volume of charge
passing through

n

where q is charge of the current carrier, n is density of charge carrier
per unit volume

� Current: i =
�Q

�t
= nqAvd

Current Density: �j = nq�vd

Note : For metal, the charge carriers are the free electrons inside.
� �j = �ne�vd for metals
� Inside metals, �j and �vd are in opposite direction.

We define a general property, conductivity (�), of a material as:

�j = � �E

 In time Δt ☛ total charges passing through segment)
�Q = qA(vd�t)n

q ☛ charge of current carrier  

n ☛ density of charge carrier per unit volume

 Current)
Current density

i =
�Q

�t
= nqAvd

~j = nq~vd
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➣ For metals ☛ charge carriers are free electrons inside

Note

) ~j = �ne~vd for metals

  Inside metals    and       are in opposite direction) ~j ~vd

➣ We define a general property of materials ☛ conductivity (𝜎)  

~j = � ~E

➣ In general  𝜎  is NOT a constant number but rather a function of position and applied      -field

Note
~E

➣ Resistivity (    ) is more commonly used property defined as ⇢ =
1

�
⇢

➣ Unit of     : Ohm-meter ( ) where Ohm (  ) = Volt/Ampere⌦m ⌦⇢

➣  OHM’S LAW Ohmic materials have resistivity that are independent of applied electric field

e.g. metals (in not too high   -field)~E
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Example

Consider a resistor (ohmic material) of length L  and cross-sectional area A

 Electric field inside conductor)

5.8. OHM’S LAW AND RESISTANCE 63

Note : In general, ⇥ is NOT a constant number, but rather a function of position
and applied E-field.

A more commonly used property, resistivity (�), is defined as � =
1

⇥

� ⇤E = �⇤j

Unit of � : Ohm-meter (⇥m)
where Ohm (⇥) = Volt/Ampere

OHM’S LAW:
Ohmic materials have resistivity that are independent of the applied electric field.
i.e. metals (in not too high E-field)

Example :

Consider a resistor (ohmic material) of
length L and cross-sectional area A.

� Electric field inside conductor:

�V =

ˆ
⇤E · d⇤s = E · L � E =

�V

L

Current density: j =
i

A

� � =
E

j

� =
�V

L
· 1

i/A

�V

i
= R = �

L

A

where R is the resistance of the conductor.

Note: �V = iR is NOT a statement of Ohm’s Law. It’s just a definition for
resistance.

E = �V/L
Current density j =

i

A

) ⇢ =
E

j

⇢ =
�V

L
· 1

i/A

�V

i
= R = ⇢

L

A

R  ☛  resistance of conductor
Note

is NOT a statement of Ohm’s Law but it’s just a definition for resistance�V = iR
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5.9. DC CIRCUITS 64

ENERGY IN CURRENT:

Assuming a charge �Q enters
with potential V1 and leaves with
potential V2 :

� Potential energy lost in the wire:

�U = �QV2 ��QV1

�U = �Q(V2 � V1)

� Rate of energy lost per unit time

�U

�t
=

�Q

�t
(V2 � V1)

Joule’s heating P = i · �V = Power dissipated
in conductor

For a resistor R, P = i2R =
�V 2

R

5.9 DC Circuits

A battery is a device that supplies electrical energy to maintain a current in a
circuit.

In moving from point 1 to 2, elec-
tric potential energy increase by
�U = �Q(V2 � V1) = Work done by E

Define E = Work done/charge = V2 � V1

Energy In Current
➣ Assuming a charge  Δ Q  enters with potential  V1 and leaves with potential  V2

 Potential energy lost in wire)
�U = �QV2 � �QV1

�U = �Q(V2 � V1)

 Rate of energy lost per unit time)
�U

�t
=

�Q

�t
(V2 � V1)

Joule’s heating ☛ P = i · �V = Power dissipated in conductor

For a resistor R ➟ R, P = i2R =
�V 2

R
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DC Circuits
➣ A battery is a device that supplies electrical energy to maintain a current in a circuit

5.9. DC CIRCUITS 64

ENERGY IN CURRENT:

Assuming a charge �Q enters
with potential V1 and leaves with
potential V2 :

� Potential energy lost in the wire:

�U = �QV2 ��QV1

�U = �Q(V2 � V1)

� Rate of energy lost per unit time

�U

�t
=

�Q

�t
(V2 � V1)

Joule’s heating P = i · �V = Power dissipated
in conductor

For a resistor R, P = i2R =
�V 2

R

5.9 DC Circuits

A battery is a device that supplies electrical energy to maintain a current in a
circuit.

In moving from point 1 to 2, elec-
tric potential energy increase by
�U = �Q(V2 � V1) = Work done by E

Define E = Work done/charge = V2 � V1

➣ In moving from point 1 to 2 electric potential energy increase by                                

�U = �Q(V2 � V1) =Work done by  E

Work done/charge➣ Define E = = V2 � V1
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5.9. DC CIRCUITS 65

Example :

Va = Vc

Vb = Vd

�

assuming(1) perfect conducting wires.

By Definition: Vc � Vd = iR

Va � Vb = E

� E = iR ⇥ i =
E
R

Also, we have assumed(2) zero resistance inside battery.

Resistance in combination :

Potential di�erece (P.D.)

Va � Vb = (Va � Vc) + (Vc � Vb)

= iR1 + iR2

� Equivalent Resistance

R = R1 + R2 for resistors in series
1

R
=

1

R1
+

1

R2
for resistors in parallel

assuming perfect conducting wires

o
Va = Vc

Vb = Vd

By Definition
Vc � Vd = iR

Va � Vb = E

) E = iR ) i =
E
R

Example

Also ☛ we have assumed zero resistance inside battery
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Series Circuits
➣ Let’s add more than one component to the circuit! 

➢ There are several ways to hook these components together 

➣ The first way is to wire them together in series

The same current runs through  
two components connected in series 

✗ We speak of currents running through resistors, and voltages drops across resistors 

V1 and V2 are called voltage drops 

➢ Thus, the current through resistor R1 is I, and the voltage drop across R1 is V1. 
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Thus, the current through resistor R1 is I, and the voltage drop across R1 is V1.
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Now let’s add more than one component to the circuit!

There are several ways to hook these components together.

The first way is to wire them together in series:

The same current runs through two 
components connected in series.

V1 and V2 are called voltage drops.

*We speak of currents running through resistors, and voltages drops across resistors.

Thus, the current through resistor R1 is I, and the voltage drop across R1 is V1.

➣ How would we find the net resistance (equivalent resistance, Req) for resistors connected in series? 

➣ For resistors connected in series, sum of voltage drops across all resistors must equal battery voltage  

➣ But from Ohm’s Law

➣ Thus, for resistors wired up in series, equivalent resistance is ☛

i.e. you just add them!!! 

How would we find the net resistance (equivalent resistance, Req) for resistors 
connected in series?

For resistors connected in 
series, the sum of the voltage 
drops across all the resistors 
must equal the battery voltage.

Thus, 21 VVV � 

But from Ohm’s Law:
21 IRIRIReq � 21 RRReq � �

Thus, for resistors wired up in series, the equivalent resistance is:

������ 321 RRRReq

i.e. you just add them!!!

How would we find the net resistance (equivalent resistance, Req) for resistors 
connected in series?

For resistors connected in 
series, the sum of the voltage 
drops across all the resistors 
must equal the battery voltage.

Thus, 21 VVV � 

But from Ohm’s Law:
21 IRIRIReq � 21 RRReq � �

Thus, for resistors wired up in series, the equivalent resistance is:

������ 321 RRRReq

i.e. you just add them!!!

V =V1+V2➣ Thus,
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20.7 Parallel Circuits

I

I2

I1

For resistors connected in parallel, the voltage 
drop across each resistor is the same.

Thus, .21 VVV   

From Ohm’s Law:

21 II
V

I
VReq �

  

The current through each might be different.  It splits:  I = I1 + I2.

2

2

1

1
R
V

R
V
V
�

 
21

11

1

RR �
 

Thus, ������ 
321

1111
RRRReq

for resistors in parallel.
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I I

I

II

I

What is the current I in the following circuit?

Thus, :  240eqR

eqR
VI  A 1.0

240
24

  

20.8 Series and Parallel Circuits
Now let’s hook resistors up both in series and in parallel in the same circuit!

We need to find the 
equivalent resistance!
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14 Analysis of Complex Circuits
KIRCHOFF’S LAWS
① First Law (Junction Rule)

Total current entering a junction equal to total current leaving junction

5.9. DC CIRCUITS 67

ANALYSIS OF COMPLEX CIRCUITS:

KIRCHOFF’S LAWS:

(1) First Law (Junction Rule):
Total current entering a junction equal to the total current leaving the
junction.

(2) Second Law (Loop Rule):
The sum of potential di�erences around a complete circuit loop is zero.

Convention :

(i)

Va > Vb ⇥ Potential di�erence = �iR

i.e. Potential drops across resistors

(ii)

Vb > Va ⇥ Potential di�erence = +E

i.e. Potential rises across the negative plate of the battery.

Example :

② Second Law (Loop Rule)
The sum of potential differences around a complete circuit loop is zero

Convention

5.9. DC CIRCUITS 67

ANALYSIS OF COMPLEX CIRCUITS:

KIRCHOFF’S LAWS:

(1) First Law (Junction Rule):
Total current entering a junction equal to the total current leaving the
junction.

(2) Second Law (Loop Rule):
The sum of potential di�erences around a complete circuit loop is zero.

Convention :

(i)

Va > Vb ⇥ Potential di�erence = �iR

i.e. Potential drops across resistors

(ii)

Vb > Va ⇥ Potential di�erence = +E

i.e. Potential rises across the negative plate of the battery.

Example :

5.9. DC CIRCUITS 67

ANALYSIS OF COMPLEX CIRCUITS:

KIRCHOFF’S LAWS:

(1) First Law (Junction Rule):
Total current entering a junction equal to the total current leaving the
junction.

(2) Second Law (Loop Rule):
The sum of potential di�erences around a complete circuit loop is zero.

Convention :

(i)

Va > Vb ⇥ Potential di�erence = �iR

i.e. Potential drops across resistors

(ii)

Vb > Va ⇥ Potential di�erence = +E

i.e. Potential rises across the negative plate of the battery.

Example :

i.e. Potential rises across negative plate of battery

(i)

(ii)

Va > Vb ⇒ Potential difference = -iR

i.e. Potential drops across rsistors

Vb > Va ⇒ Potential difference = +𝜺

Around any closed circuit loop, sum of potential (voltage) drops has to equal sum of potential rises 
Alternative
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Here’s an example with the loop 
rule.  We have a closed circuit loop 
with multiple batteries.  What is the 
current in the circuit?

Solution

Start at point A and go around the loop clockwise, and make a list of the potential 
drops and rises as we go all the way around.

Drops        Rises

12I

6

8I

24
Now apply the loop rule: ¦¦  RisesDrops

248612  ��� II 1820  � I

A 9.0 � I

1. Choose the direction of the current(s) in each loop.

2. Label the resistors from + to – in the direction

of the current flow.

Drops Rises

12I 24

6

8I

Solution

Start at point A and go around the loop clockwise and make a list of the potential drops and rises 

as we go all the way around 

Example
We have a closed circuit loop with multiple batteries

What is the current in the circuit?

1- Choose the direction of the current(s) in each loop 

2- Label the resistors from + to - in the direction of the current flow

Now apply the loop rule ☛ ∑ Drops = ∑ Rises

⇒ 12 I + 6 + 8I = 24 ⇒ 20 I = 18

⇒ I = 0.9 A
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Example

5.9. DC CIRCUITS 68

By junction rule:
i1 = i2 + i3 (5.1)

By loop rule:

Loop A ⇥ 2E0 � i1R� i2R + E0 � i1R = 0 (5.2)

Loop B ⇥ �i3R� E0 � i3R� E0 + i2R = 0 (5.3)

Loop C ⇥ 2E0 � i1R� i3R� E0 � i3R� i1R = 0 (5.4)

BUT: (5.4) = (5.2) + (5.3)
General rule: Need only 3 equations for 3 current

i1 = i2 + i3 (5.1)

3E0 � 2i1R� i2R = 0 (5.2)

�2E0 + i2R� 2i3R = 0 (5.3)

Substitute (5.1) into (5.2) :

3E0 � 2(i2 + i3)R� i2R = 0

⇥ 3E0 � 3i2R� 2i3R = 0 (5.4)

Subtract (5.3) from (5.4), i.e. (5.4)�(5.3)

3E0 � (�2E0)� 3i2R� i2R = 0

⇥ i2 =
5

4
· E0

R

Substitute i2 into (5.3) :

�2E0 +
�5

4
· E0

R

⇥
R� 2i3R = 0

By junction rule

i1 = i2 + i3
By loop rule

BUT ☛

1

LoopA ) 2E0 � i1R � i2R + E0 � i1R = 0 2

3LoopB ) �i3R � E0 � i3R � E0 + i2R = 0

LoopC ) 2E0 � i1R � i3R � E0 � i3R � i1R = 0

4 = 2 + 3

4
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General rule
➣ Need only 3 equations for 3 current

i1 = i2 + i3

3E0 � 2i1R � i2R = 0

�2E0 + i2R � 2i3R = 0

➣ Substitute       into

1

2

3

4

1 2
3E0 � 2(i2 + i3)R � i2R = 0

) 3E0 � 3i2R � 2i3R = 0

➣ Subtract        from       , i.e.       -  

3E0 � (�2E0) � 3i2R � i2R = 0

) i2 =
5

4
· E0
R

4 33

4
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➣ Substitute       intoi2 3

�2E0 +
⇣5
4

· E0
R

⌘
R � 2i3R = 0

) i3 = �3

8
· E0
R

➣ Substitute                intoi2, i3 1

i1 =
⇣5
4

� 3

8

⌘ E0
R

=
7

8
· E0
R

A negative current means that it is flowing in opposite direction from one assumed

Note



 Calculate the equivalent resistance between two opposing corners

Intuition
➢ Each of the 12 edges of a cube contain a 1 Ω resistor
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1/28/15 10:35 AMThe Resistor Cube Equivalent Resistance Conundrum - RF Cafe

Page 2 of 6http://www.rfcafe.com/miscellany/factoids/kirts-cogitations-256.htm

Here is where the intuition comes into play. Color coding is used to help keep track of the resistors and associated nodes
(below). Due to symmetry, the potential (voltage) at the three nodes labeled "α" are equal. Since no current flows between
nodes with a potential difference of 0 V, they can be shorted together without affecting the circuit's integrity. The same can
be done for the nodes labeled "β."

Once you short those nodes, you obtain the equivalent circuit shown below. As you can see, there are two sets of three
resistors in parallel, in series with one set of six resistors in parallel. So, you have 1/3 Ω in series with 1/6 Ω in series with
1/3 Ω, which equals 5/6 Ω.

 

RF Cafe Method of Solving the Resistor Cube Problem

Now I will present my method of solving the resistor cube problem. The structure is repeated again here.

Your RF Cafe
Progenitor & Webmaster

Kirt Blattenberger...
single-handedly
redefining what an
engineering website
should be.

 Carpe Diem!
(Seize the Day!)

5th MOB: My USAF radar shop

Airplanes and Rockets: My
personal hobby website
Equine Kingdom: My daughter
Sally's horse riding website

So ☞ you have 1/3 Ω in series with 1/6 Ω in series with 1/3 Ω     which equals 5/6 Ω

➣ There are two sets of three resistors in parallel in series with one set of six resistors in parallel 

20



21 Alternating Current 

514 CHAPTER 18 Electric Currents

Time
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(a) dc

Time

(b) ac
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C
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FIGURE 18–21 (a) Direct current,
and (b) alternating current, as
functions of time.

18–7 Alternating Current
When a battery is connected to a circuit, the current moves steadily in one direc-
tion. This is called a direct current, or dc. Electric generators at electric power
plants, however, produce alternating current, or ac. (Sometimes capital letters are
used, DC and AC.) An alternating current reverses direction many times per second
and is commonly sinusoidal, Fig. 18–21. The electrons in a wire first move in one
direction and then in the other. The current supplied to homes and businesses by
electric companies is ac throughout virtually the entire world. We will discuss and
analyze ac circuits in detail in Chapter 21. But because ac circuits are so common
in real life, we will discuss some of their basic aspects here.

The voltage produced by an ac electric generator is sinusoidal, as we shall see
later. The current it produces is thus sinusoidal (Fig. 18–21b). We can write the
voltage as a function of time as

(18;7a)
The potential V oscillates between and and is referred to as the peak
voltage. The frequency f is the number of complete oscillations made per second,
and In most areas of the United States and Canada, f is 60 Hz (the
unit “hertz,” as we saw in Chapters 8 and 11, means cycles per second). In many
countries, 50 Hz is used.

Equation 18–2, works also for ac: if a voltage V exists across a resis-
tance R, then the current I through the resistance is

(18;7b)

The quantity is the peak current. The current is considered posi-
tive when the electrons flow in one direction and negative when they flow in the
opposite direction. It is clear from Fig. 18–21b that an alternating current is as
often positive as it is negative. Thus, the average current is zero. This does not
mean, however, that no power is needed or that no heat is produced in a resistor.
Electrons do move back and forth, and do produce heat. Indeed, the power
transformed in a resistance R at any instant is (Eq. 18–7b)

Because the current is squared, we see that the power is always positive, as
graphed in Fig. 18–22. The quantity varies between 0 and 1; and it is not
too difficult to show† that its average value is as indicated in Fig. 18–22. Thus,
the average power transformed, is

Since power can also be written we also have that
the average power is

The average or mean value of the square of the current or voltage is thus what 
is important for calculating average power: and The square
root of each of these is the rms (root-mean-square) value of the current or voltage:
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FIGURE 18–22 Power transformed
in a resistor in an ac circuit.

†A graph of versus is identical to that for in Fig. 18–22, except that the points are shifted
(by cycle) on the time axis. Thus the average value of and averaged over one or more full cycles,
will be the same. From the trigonometric identity we can write

Hence the average value of is 1
2

.sin2 vt
Asin2 vtB + Acos2 vtB = 2Asin2 vtB = 1.
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18–7 Alternating Current
When a battery is connected to a circuit, the current moves steadily in one direc-
tion. This is called a direct current, or dc. Electric generators at electric power
plants, however, produce alternating current, or ac. (Sometimes capital letters are
used, DC and AC.) An alternating current reverses direction many times per second
and is commonly sinusoidal, Fig. 18–21. The electrons in a wire first move in one
direction and then in the other. The current supplied to homes and businesses by
electric companies is ac throughout virtually the entire world. We will discuss and
analyze ac circuits in detail in Chapter 21. But because ac circuits are so common
in real life, we will discuss some of their basic aspects here.

The voltage produced by an ac electric generator is sinusoidal, as we shall see
later. The current it produces is thus sinusoidal (Fig. 18–21b). We can write the
voltage as a function of time as

(18;7a)
The potential V oscillates between and and is referred to as the peak
voltage. The frequency f is the number of complete oscillations made per second,
and In most areas of the United States and Canada, f is 60 Hz (the
unit “hertz,” as we saw in Chapters 8 and 11, means cycles per second). In many
countries, 50 Hz is used.

Equation 18–2, works also for ac: if a voltage V exists across a resis-
tance R, then the current I through the resistance is

(18;7b)

The quantity is the peak current. The current is considered posi-
tive when the electrons flow in one direction and negative when they flow in the
opposite direction. It is clear from Fig. 18–21b that an alternating current is as
often positive as it is negative. Thus, the average current is zero. This does not
mean, however, that no power is needed or that no heat is produced in a resistor.
Electrons do move back and forth, and do produce heat. Indeed, the power
transformed in a resistance R at any instant is (Eq. 18–7b)

Because the current is squared, we see that the power is always positive, as
graphed in Fig. 18–22. The quantity varies between 0 and 1; and it is not
too difficult to show† that its average value is as indicated in Fig. 18–22. Thus,
the average power transformed, is

Since power can also be written we also have that
the average power is

The average or mean value of the square of the current or voltage is thus what 
is important for calculating average power: and The square
root of each of these is the rms (root-mean-square) value of the current or voltage:
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in a resistor in an ac circuit.

†A graph of versus is identical to that for in Fig. 18–22, except that the points are shifted
(by cycle) on the time axis. Thus the average value of and averaged over one or more full cycles,
will be the same. From the trigonometric identity we can write

Hence the average value of is 1
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Asin2 vtB + Acos2 vtB = 2Asin2 vtB = 1.
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 An alternating current reverses direction many times per second and is commonly sinusoidal 

Voltage produced by an ac electric generator is sinusoid ☛
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V = V0 sin(2⇡ft) = V0 sin(!t)

Potential V oscillates between + V0 and – V0  and V0 is referred to as the peak voltage 

Frequency f is the number of complete oscillations made per second 

If a voltage V exists across a resistance R ☛ current I through the resistance is ☛
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V = IR works also for AC 
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Current is considered positive when  electrons flow in one direction and negative when they flow in opposite 
direction  

☛ peak current 
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➣ Power transformed in a resistance R at any instant is ☛
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➣ A graph of                 versus time is identical to that for                 except that the points are shifted
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18–7 Alternating Current
When a battery is connected to a circuit, the current moves steadily in one direc-
tion. This is called a direct current, or dc. Electric generators at electric power
plants, however, produce alternating current, or ac. (Sometimes capital letters are
used, DC and AC.) An alternating current reverses direction many times per second
and is commonly sinusoidal, Fig. 18–21. The electrons in a wire first move in one
direction and then in the other. The current supplied to homes and businesses by
electric companies is ac throughout virtually the entire world. We will discuss and
analyze ac circuits in detail in Chapter 21. But because ac circuits are so common
in real life, we will discuss some of their basic aspects here.

The voltage produced by an ac electric generator is sinusoidal, as we shall see
later. The current it produces is thus sinusoidal (Fig. 18–21b). We can write the
voltage as a function of time as

(18;7a)
The potential V oscillates between and and is referred to as the peak
voltage. The frequency f is the number of complete oscillations made per second,
and In most areas of the United States and Canada, f is 60 Hz (the
unit “hertz,” as we saw in Chapters 8 and 11, means cycles per second). In many
countries, 50 Hz is used.

Equation 18–2, works also for ac: if a voltage V exists across a resis-
tance R, then the current I through the resistance is

(18;7b)

The quantity is the peak current. The current is considered posi-
tive when the electrons flow in one direction and negative when they flow in the
opposite direction. It is clear from Fig. 18–21b that an alternating current is as
often positive as it is negative. Thus, the average current is zero. This does not
mean, however, that no power is needed or that no heat is produced in a resistor.
Electrons do move back and forth, and do produce heat. Indeed, the power
transformed in a resistance R at any instant is (Eq. 18–7b)

Because the current is squared, we see that the power is always positive, as
graphed in Fig. 18–22. The quantity varies between 0 and 1; and it is not
too difficult to show† that its average value is as indicated in Fig. 18–22. Thus,
the average power transformed, is

Since power can also be written we also have that
the average power is

The average or mean value of the square of the current or voltage is thus what 
is important for calculating average power: and The square
root of each of these is the rms (root-mean-square) value of the current or voltage:
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FIGURE 18–22 Power transformed
in a resistor in an ac circuit.

†A graph of versus is identical to that for in Fig. 18–22, except that the points are shifted
(by cycle) on the time axis. Thus the average value of and averaged over one or more full cycles,
will be the same. From the trigonometric identity we can write

Hence the average value of is 1
2

.sin2 vt
Asin2 vtB + Acos2 vtB = 2Asin2 vtB = 1.

sin2 u + cos2 u = 1,
cos2,sin21

4

sin2 vttcos2 vt
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➣ Value of                   and                 averaged over one or more full cycles. will be the same 
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sin2 ↵+ cos2 ↵ = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="FEVnB/ME4smU0auWLMzLFYVj6s0=">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</latexit>

sin2(!t) + cos2(!t) = 2 sin2(!t) = 1

we can write
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➣ The root-mean square (rms) of effective values are defined as

➣ In Argentina, Europe, Australia ☛
<latexit sha1_base64="DPZGaEnjksgQB7E4LsXZi+kIT6A=">AAACAnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1gEVyGptdaFUHTjsoJNhbaUyXTSDp1JwsxEKCG68VfcuFDErV/hzr9xmkZQ0QMXzpxzL3Pv8SJGpbLtD6MwN7+wuFRcLq2srq1vmJtbrgxjgUkLhywU1x6ShNGAtBRVjFxHgiDuMdL2xudTv31DhKRhcKUmEelxNAyoTzFSWuqbO24/6QoOBZcpPIWVqn2bvd20b5Zt68h2TmqH0LbsDBmpO5U6dHKlDHI0++Z7dxDimJNAYYak7Dh2pHoJEopiRtJSN5YkQniMhqSjaYA4kb0kOyGF+1oZQD8UugIFM/X7RIK4lBPu6U6O1Ej+9qbiX14nVn69l9AgihUJ8OwjP2ZQhXCaBxxQQbBiE00QFlTvCvEICYSVTq2kQ/i6FP5P3Irl1CznslpunOVxFMEu2AMHwAHHoAEuQBO0AAZ34AE8gWfj3ng0XozXWWvByGe2wQ8Yb5/LNJZq</latexit>

Vrms = 240 V

➣ In US And Canada ☛
<latexit sha1_base64="HwyWdEp8/bP7JxsPw0VNb85cgdM=">AAACAnicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqitxM1gEVyGpWutCKLpxWcGmhTaEyXTSDp1JwsxEKKG68VfcuFDErV/hzr9xmkZQ0QMXzpxzL3Pv8WNGpbKsD6MwN7+wuFRcLq2srq1vlDe3HBklApMWjlgkOj6ShNGQtBRVjHRiQRD3GWn7o4up374hQtIovFbjmLgcDUIaUIyUlrzyjuOlPcGh4HICz6BdtW6ztzPxyhXLPLbs09ohtEwrQ0bqdrUO7VypgBxNr/ze60c44SRUmCEpu7YVKzdFQlHMyKTUSySJER6hAelqGiJOpJtmJ0zgvlb6MIiErlDBTP0+kSIu5Zj7upMjNZS/van4l9dNVFB3UxrGiSIhnn0UJAyqCE7zgH0qCFZsrAnCgupdIR4igbDSqZV0CF+Xwv+JUzXtmmlfHVUa53kcRbAL9sABsMEJaIBL0AQtgMEdeABP4Nm4Nx6NF+N11low8plt8APG2yfGjJZn</latexit>

Vrms = 120 V

<latexit sha1_base64="I/N9EGyDWrbs7MOqFwK2Ii1Tdqg=">AAACMHicdZDLSgMxFIYz3q23qks3wSK4Kpl6aV0IogvtroKtQqcOmTRjg8nMmGSEEuaR3PgoulFQxK1PYTqtoKIHAj/ff06S8wcJZ0oj9OyMjU9MTk3PzBbm5hcWl4rLKy0Vp5LQJol5LC8CrChnEW1qpjm9SCTFIuD0PLg+Gvjnt1QqFkdnup/QjsBXEQsZwdoiv3hc940nBZRCZXAfeupGauPFdmRwo6lfVrKchxITU/dRZoYtQ4zKVVSFFkO/WELlHeTu7W5ZivLKRc2t1KA7IiUwqoZffPC6MUkFjTThWKm2ixLdMVhqRjjNCl6qaILJNb6ibSsjLKjqmHzhDG5Y0oVhLO2JNMzp9wmDhVJ9EdhOgXVP/fYG8C+vneqw1jEsSlJNIzJ8KEw51DEcpAe7TFKied8KTCSzf4Wkh2022mZcsCF8bQr/F61K2d0tu6fbpYPDURwzYA2sg03ggio4ACegAZqAgDvwCF7Aq3PvPDlvzvuwdcwZzayCH+V8fAL2z6g5</latexit>

Irms =
p
I2 =

I0p
2
= 0.707I0

<latexit sha1_base64="t1dYEn4KVoXMkYYVec9rxLfVGf0=">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</latexit>

Vrms =
p

V 2 =
V0p
2
= 0.707V0

➣ The average power can be rewritten as
<latexit sha1_base64="y0R9Y8K3i3Fx5KGHuAtQ0pHwzM4=">AAACD3icdVDNSsNAGNzUv1r/oh69LBbFU0iq1noQil70VsHWQhPCZrtpl+4mYXcjlNA38OKrePGgiFev3nwbt22EKjqwMMx8w7ffBAmjUtn2p1GYm19YXCoul1ZW19Y3zM2tloxTgUkTxywW7QBJwmhEmooqRtqJIIgHjNwGg4uxf3tHhKRxdKOGCfE46kU0pBgpLfnmvhtre5yGDXgGr/zMFRwKLkewNcN9s2xbx7ZzWj2EtmVPMCE1p1KDTq6UQY6Gb3643RinnEQKMyRlx7ET5WVIKIoZGZXcVJIE4QHqkY6mEeJEetnknhHc00oXhrHQL1Jwos4mMsSlHPJAT3Kk+vK3Nxb/8jqpCmteRqMkVSTC00VhyqCK4bgc2KWCYMWGmiAsqP4rxH0kEFa6wpIu4ftS+D9pVSynajnXR+X6eV5HEeyAXXAAHHAC6uASNEATYHAPHsEzeDEejCfj1XibjhaMPLMNfsB4/wLWP5vs</latexit>

P = IrmsVrms
<latexit sha1_base64="QcWQboRL8v9CdbM2hw0/s916mm0=">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</latexit>

P =
1

2
I20R = I2rmsR

<latexit sha1_base64="XjaZaduq05NetrvHZ1qkUGhNqzA=">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</latexit>

P =
1

2

V 2
0

R
=

V 2
rms

R
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The rms values of V and I are sometimes called the effective values. They are
useful because they can be substituted directly into the power formulas, Eqs. 18–5
and 18–6, to get the average power:

(18;9a)

(18;9b)

(18;9c)

Thus, a direct current whose values of I and V equal the rms values of I and V for
an alternating current will produce the same power. Hence it is usually the rms
value of current and voltage that is specified or measured. For example, in the
United States and Canada, standard line voltage is 120-V ac. The 120 V is 
the peak voltage is (Eq. 18–8b)

In much of the world (Europe, Australia, Asia) the rms voltage is 240 V, so the
peak voltage is 340 V. The line voltage can vary, depending on the total load; the
frequency of 60 Hz or 50 Hz, however, remains extremely steady.

V0 = 22 Vrms = 170 V.

V0

Vrms ;

P = 1
2

V0
2

R
=

Vrms
2

R
.

P = 1
2 I0

2 R = Irms
2 R

P = Irms Vrms

SECTION 18–7 Alternating Current 515
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coils

Switch

Cord

Fan

FIGURE 18–23 A hair dryer. Most
of the current goes through the
heating coils, a pure resistance;
a small part goes to the motor to turn
the fan. Example 18–13.

Hair dryer. (a) Calculate the resistance and the peak cur-
rent in a 1500-W hair dryer (Fig. 18–23) connected to a 120-V ac line. (b) What
happens if it is connected to a 240-V ac line in Britain?
APPROACH We are given and so (Eq. 18–9a or 18–5),
and Then we find R from
SOLUTION (a) We solve Eq. 18–9a for the rms current:

Then

The resistance is

The resistance could equally well be calculated using peak values:

(b) When connected to a 240-V line, more current would flow and the resistance
would change with the increased temperature (Section 18–4). But let us make
an estimate of the power transformed based on the same resistance.
The average power would be

This is four times the dryer’s power rating and would undoubtedly melt the
heating element or the wire coils of the motor.

This Section has given a brief introduction to the simpler aspects of alternat-
ing currents. We will discuss ac circuits in more detail in Chapter 21. In Chapter 19
we will deal with the details of dc circuits only.

=
(240 V)2

(9.6 !)
= 6000 W.

P =
Vrms

2

R

9.6-!

R =
V0

I0
= 170 V

17.7 A
= 9.6 !.

R =
Vrms

Irms
= 120 V

12.5 A
= 9.6 !.

I0 = 22 Irms = 17.7 A.

Irms = P
Vrms

= 1500 W
120 V

= 12.5 A.

V = IR.I0 = 12 Irms .
Irms = P!VrmsVrms ,P

EXAMPLE 18;13

Hair Dryer

This is four times dryer’s power rating and would undoubtedly melt heating element or wire coils of motor 

The rms values of V and I are sometimes called the effective values. They are
useful because they can be substituted directly into the power formulas, Eqs. 18–5
and 18–6, to get the average power:

(18;9a)

(18;9b)

(18;9c)

Thus, a direct current whose values of I and V equal the rms values of I and V for
an alternating current will produce the same power. Hence it is usually the rms
value of current and voltage that is specified or measured. For example, in the
United States and Canada, standard line voltage is 120-V ac. The 120 V is 
the peak voltage is (Eq. 18–8b)

In much of the world (Europe, Australia, Asia) the rms voltage is 240 V, so the
peak voltage is 340 V. The line voltage can vary, depending on the total load; the
frequency of 60 Hz or 50 Hz, however, remains extremely steady.

V0 = 22 Vrms = 170 V.
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FIGURE 18–23 A hair dryer. Most
of the current goes through the
heating coils, a pure resistance;
a small part goes to the motor to turn
the fan. Example 18–13.

Hair dryer. (a) Calculate the resistance and the peak cur-
rent in a 1500-W hair dryer (Fig. 18–23) connected to a 120-V ac line. (b) What
happens if it is connected to a 240-V ac line in Britain?
APPROACH We are given and so (Eq. 18–9a or 18–5),
and Then we find R from
SOLUTION (a) We solve Eq. 18–9a for the rms current:

Then

The resistance is

The resistance could equally well be calculated using peak values:

(b) When connected to a 240-V line, more current would flow and the resistance
would change with the increased temperature (Section 18–4). But let us make
an estimate of the power transformed based on the same resistance.
The average power would be

This is four times the dryer’s power rating and would undoubtedly melt the
heating element or the wire coils of the motor.

This Section has given a brief introduction to the simpler aspects of alternat-
ing currents. We will discuss ac circuits in more detail in Chapter 21. In Chapter 19
we will deal with the details of dc circuits only.
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(240 V)2

(9.6 !)
= 6000 W.
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Vrms

2
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I0
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17.7 A
= 9.6 !.

R =
Vrms

Irms
= 120 V

12.5 A
= 9.6 !.

I0 = 22 Irms = 17.7 A.

Irms = P
Vrms

= 1500 W
120 V

= 12.5 A.

V = IR.I0 = 12 Irms .
Irms = P!VrmsVrms ,P

EXAMPLE 18;13

(b) What happens if it is connected to a 240-V AC line in Britain? 

The rms values of V and I are sometimes called the effective values. They are
useful because they can be substituted directly into the power formulas, Eqs. 18–5
and 18–6, to get the average power:

(18;9a)

(18;9b)

(18;9c)

Thus, a direct current whose values of I and V equal the rms values of I and V for
an alternating current will produce the same power. Hence it is usually the rms
value of current and voltage that is specified or measured. For example, in the
United States and Canada, standard line voltage is 120-V ac. The 120 V is 
the peak voltage is (Eq. 18–8b)

In much of the world (Europe, Australia, Asia) the rms voltage is 240 V, so the
peak voltage is 340 V. The line voltage can vary, depending on the total load; the
frequency of 60 Hz or 50 Hz, however, remains extremely steady.

V0 = 22 Vrms = 170 V.

V0

Vrms ;

P = 1
2

V0
2

R
=

Vrms
2
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.
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2 R = Irms
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FIGURE 18–23 A hair dryer. Most
of the current goes through the
heating coils, a pure resistance;
a small part goes to the motor to turn
the fan. Example 18–13.

Hair dryer. (a) Calculate the resistance and the peak cur-
rent in a 1500-W hair dryer (Fig. 18–23) connected to a 120-V ac line. (b) What
happens if it is connected to a 240-V ac line in Britain?
APPROACH We are given and so (Eq. 18–9a or 18–5),
and Then we find R from
SOLUTION (a) We solve Eq. 18–9a for the rms current:

Then

The resistance is

The resistance could equally well be calculated using peak values:

(b) When connected to a 240-V line, more current would flow and the resistance
would change with the increased temperature (Section 18–4). But let us make
an estimate of the power transformed based on the same resistance.
The average power would be

This is four times the dryer’s power rating and would undoubtedly melt the
heating element or the wire coils of the motor.

This Section has given a brief introduction to the simpler aspects of alternat-
ing currents. We will discuss ac circuits in more detail in Chapter 21. In Chapter 19
we will deal with the details of dc circuits only.

=
(240 V)2

(9.6 !)
= 6000 W.

P =
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2
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9.6-!
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17.7 A
= 9.6 !.

R =
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Irms
= 120 V

12.5 A
= 9.6 !.

I0 = 22 Irms = 17.7 A.

Irms = P
Vrms

= 1500 W
120 V

= 12.5 A.

V = IR.I0 = 12 Irms .
Irms = P!VrmsVrms ,P

EXAMPLE 18;13

(a) Calculate the resistance and the peak current in a 1500-W hair dryer  connected to a 120-V AC line.
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Electron Speed in Wire
➢ A copper wire 3.2 mm in diameter carries a 5.0-A current 
➢ Determine the drift velocity of the free electrons 
➢ Assume that one electron per Cu atom is free to move (the others remain bound to the atom) 

➣ To find the drift velocity  we first determine the number n of free electrons per unit volume  

➣ Since we assume there is one free electron per atom ☛ number density of free electrons n is the same                                        

<latexit sha1_base64="gV4M/onquZRopE/UHazwXfk+9Jg=">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</latexit>

n =
N

V
=

N

mCu/⇢Cu
=

✓
6.02⇥ 1023 electrons

63.5⇥ 10�3 kg

◆
8.9⇥ 103

kg

m3
= 8.4⇥ 1028 m�3

<latexit sha1_base64="/XDhE0gcTa4vYzrSafjRdd8P4fg=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwFRIf1WXRjcsK9gFpKJPppB06MwkzN0IJ/Qw3LhRx69e482+ctllo9cCFwzn3cu89USq4Ac/7ckorq2vrG+XNytb2zu5edf+gbZJMU9aiiUh0NyKGCa5YCzgI1k01IzISrBONb2d+55FpwxP1AJOUhZIMFY85JWCloH7uXuY9LXE27VdrnuvNgf8SvyA1VKDZr372BgnNJFNABTEm8L0Uwpxo4FSwaaWXGZYSOiZDFliqiGQmzOcnT/GJVQY4TrQtBXiu/pzIiTRmIiPbKQmMzLI3E//zggzi6zDnKs2AKbpYFGcCQ4Jn/+MB14yCmFhCqOb2VkxHRBMKNqWKDcFffvkvaZ+5ft317y9qjZsijjI6QsfoFPnoCjXQHWqiFqIoQU/oBb064Dw7b877orXkFDOH6Becj28fiJCC</latexit>

63.5u
<latexit sha1_base64="S0tyuaKwaOpJQmgRG4FrbySkfQg=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSVuBovgKiQ+qhuh2I3LCvYBbQiT6aQdOpOEmYlQQnTjr7hxoYhbv8Kdf+M0zUJbD1w4c869zL3HjxmVyra/jYXFpeWV1dJaeX1jc2vb3NltySgRmDRxxCLR8ZEkjIakqahipBMLgrjPSNsf1Sd++54ISaPwTo1j4nI0CGlAMVJa8sx97qU9wWE9yeAVrJ5a5w/5e5B5ZsW27BxwnjgFqYACDc/86vUjnHASKsyQlF3HjpWbIqEoZiQr9xJJYoRHaEC6moaIE+mm+QkZPNJKHwaR0BUqmKu/J1LEpRxzX3dypIZy1puI/3ndRAWXbkrDOFEkxNOPgoRBFcFJHrBPBcGKjTVBWFC9K8RDJBBWOrWyDsGZPXmetE4sp2o5t2eV2nURRwkcgENwDBxwAWrgBjRAE2DwCJ7BK3gznowX4934mLYuGMXMHvgD4/MHLhyWAw==</latexit>

mCu = 63.5 g

<latexit sha1_base64="4gdnmxHuX8bsDcYt+zMgBAv/nlQ=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgupCZWtC6EYjcuK9gHNGmYTKft0JkkzEyEEupHuPFX3LhQxK3gzr9xmmahrQcuHM65l3vv8SNGpbKsb2NhcWl5ZTW3ll/f2NzaNnd2GzKMBSZ1HLJQtHwkCaMBqSuqGGlFgiDuM9L0h9WJ37wnQtIwuFOjiLgc9QPaoxgpLXnmsSMGoZc4gsNqPIZXsFy8hI6inEhoW53SQ2oN+ye8Uxp7ZsEqWingPLEzUgAZap755XRDHHMSKMyQlG3bipSbIKEoZmScd2JJIoSHqE/amgZIr3WT9KsxPNRKF/ZCoStQMFV/TySISznivu7kSA3krDcR//PaseqV3YQGUaxIgKeLejGDKoSTiGCXCoIVG2mCsKD6VogHSCCsdJB5HYI9+/I8aZwW7fOifXtWqFxnceTAPjgAR8AGF6ACbkAN1AEGj+AZvII348l4Md6Nj2nrgpHN7IE/MD5/AGIanRQ=</latexit>

⇢Cu = 8.9⇥ 103 kg/m3
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N = 6.02⇥ 1023

➣ To find the volume                             of this amount of copper we use the mass density of copper  ☛  
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V = ⇢Cu/mCu

➣ The atomic mass of Cu is              ☛ so.                          of Cu contains Avogadro’s number of free electrons ☛       

as the number of Cu atoms per unit volume
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vd =
I

neA
=

5.0 A

(8.4⇥ 1028 m�3)(1.6⇥ 10�19 C)(8⇥ 10�6 m2)

= 4.6⇥ 10�5 m/s ⇡ 0.05 mm/s

Finally ☛ drift velocity has magnitude 

☛
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�Q = neAvd�t
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I =
�Q

�t
= neAvdRecall

Electron speed in wire. A copper wire 3.2 mm in diameter
carries a 5.0-A current. Determine the drift velocity of the free electrons. Assume
that one electron per Cu atom is free to move (the others remain bound to the atom).
APPROACH We apply Eq. 18–10 to find the drift velocity if we can determine
the number n of free electrons per unit volume. Since we assume there is one
free electron per atom, the density of free electrons, n, is the same as the number
of Cu atoms per unit volume. The atomic mass of Cu is 63.5 u (see Periodic Table
inside the back cover), so 63.5 g of Cu contains one mole or free
electrons. To find the volume V of this amount of copper, and then
we use the mass density of copper (Table 10–1), where

(We use to distinguish it here from for resistivity.)
SOLUTION The number of free electrons per unit volume, (where

), is

The cross-sectional area of the wire is 
Then, by Eq. 18–10, the drift velocity has magnitude

NOTE The actual speed of electrons bouncing around inside the metal is estimated
to be about at , very much greater than the drift velocity.

The drift velocity of electrons in a wire is slow, only about in
Example 18–14, which means it takes an electron about or to
travel only 1 m. This is not how fast “electricity travels”: when you flip a light
switch, the light—even if many meters away—goes on nearly instantaneously.
Why? Because electric fields travel essentially at the speed of light 
We can think of electrons in a wire as being like a pipe full of water: when a little
water enters one end of the pipe, some water immediately comes out the other end.

A3 * 108 m!sB.
5 1

2 h,20 * 103 s,
0.05 mm!s

20°C1.6 * 106 m!s

= 4.6 * 10–5 m!s L 0.05 mm!s.

vd = I
neA

= 5.0 AA8.4 * 1028 m–3B A1.6 * 10–19 CB A8.0 * 10–6 m2B
8.0 * 10–6 m2.

A = pr2 = pA1.6 * 10–3 mB2 =n = ¢ 6.02 * 1023 electrons
63.5 * 10–3 kg

≤ A8.9 * 103 kg!m3B = 8.4 * 1028 m–3.

n = N
V

= N
m!rD

=
N(1 mole)

m(1 mole)
rD

V = volume = m!rD

n = N!V

rrDrD = m!V.
rD = 8.9 * 103 kg!m3,

n = N!V,
6.02 * 1023

vd

EXAMPLE 18;14

516 CHAPTER 18

18–8 Microscopic View of Electric Current
It can be useful to analyze a simple model of electric current at the microscopic
level of atoms and electrons. In a conducting wire, for example, we can imagine the
free electrons as moving about randomly at high speeds, bouncing off the atoms of
the wire (somewhat like the molecules of a gas—Sections 13–8 to 13–10). When
an electric field exists in the wire, Fig. 18–24, the electrons feel a force and initially
begin to accelerate. But they soon reach a more or less steady average velocity
known as their drift velocity, (collisions with atoms in the wire keep them from
accelerating further). The drift velocity is normally very much smaller than the
electrons’ average random speed.

We can relate to the macroscopic current I in the wire. In a time the
electrons will travel a distance on average. Suppose the wire has cross-
sectional area A. Then in time electrons in a volume will
pass through the cross section A of wire, as shown in Fig. 18–25. If there 
are n free electrons (each with magnitude of charge e) per unit volume, then the
total number of electrons is (V is volume, not voltage) and the total
charge that passes through the area A in a time is

The magnitude of the current I in the wire is thus

(18;10)I =
¢Q

¢t
= neAvd .

= (nV)(e) = AnAvd ¢tB(e).
¢Q = (number of charges, N) * (charge per particle)

¢t¢Q
N = nV

Avd ¢tV = Al =¢t,
l = vd ¢t

¢t,vd

vd

*

+ –E
B

dvB

l = vd  ∆t

AA dvB

FIGURE 18–25 Electrons in the
volume will all pass through the
cross section indicated in a time 
where l = vd ¢t.

¢t,
Al

FIGURE 18–24 Electric field in a
wire gives electrons in random
motion a drift velocity Note is
in the opposite direction of 
because electrons have a negative
charge AFB = qE

B B. E
B

vBdvBd .

E
B

Cross-sectional area of wire is ☛
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A = ⇡r2 = ⇡(1.6⇥ 10�3 m)2 = 8⇥ 10�6 m2

➣

➣

➣



But why is time for light to come on so short when electrons move so slowly?

Because electrons do not travel from the switch to the light to make it glow  

In fact there are already plenty of electrons in light for light to turn on ☛ something just has to make 

those electrons move

cause charges to move ☛ current starts as quickly as field spreads through wire

The greater ΔV the stronger     and the faster charges end up moving

This is why higher voltage creates more current (Ohm’s law!)

Spreading of field is still slow enough for those delays to matter in telecommunications ☛ but not so much for 

light switches!

Drift Speed of Electrons and Electric Current
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~E

(close to speed of light in the material)                                                                                                                            
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